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Are you applying for pharmaceutical sales and not getting interviewed? Item Included in eBook 1.)

Pharmaceutical Sales Training Manual 2.) Official Test that is taken at Exam time. 3.) Eight Sample

Quizzes 4.) Official TEST WITH Answers / 160 Questions with answers filled in. Passed with 89... Why

Pay over $200.00 plus for the original BOOK? Only $47.00 with Official Test Included. Acquire the

pharmaceutical industry accredited CNPR Certification to qualify for job openings and upcoming

interviews. CNPR Certification/Pharmaceutical sales training is sought by pharmaceutical companies

from applicants--Now the CNPR Certification is also recognized by U.S. Department of Labor (Break into

pharmaceutical sales with industry training & education) Pharmaceutical companies look at applicants

who have a combination of sales ability/experience and a medical/pharmacology education. It is important

to include both types of skills on your resume. The NAPRx (CNPR Program) provides training in clinical

pharmacology, pharmaceutical selling rules, regulations, drug distribution channels, therapeutic drug

classes, pharmacokinetics, selling techniques etc. Are you looking to become a pharmaceutical sales

rep? CNPR Certification and Training helps thousands break into a pharmaceutical sales career. Start a

New Career in Pharmaceutical Sales. CNPR Certification (Entry Level- Pharmaceutical Sales Training) is

important for applicants who are looking to get noticed and also qualify for pharmaceutical sales

opportunities. CNPR Training helps applicants, who are looking to enter the very technical and scientific

industry of pharmaceutical sales, meet position requirements set by pharmaceutical companies. The

CNPR program is the only accredited vocational pharmaceutical sales training course in the United

States which is dedicated to helping those enter a career in pharmaceutical sales. Salaries continue to

grow in pharmaceutical sales. The good news for pharmaceutical sales people is that the total

compensation has continued to grow for them. The average sales rep is estimated to earn $97,200 in

total compensation in 2011, compared with $91,500 in 2010. Increases were particularly marked among

specialty reps. The average first year level specialty rep total cash compensation jumped from $81,600 in

2008 to $86,700 in 20010. Pharmaceutical companies are also using a variety of additional cash and

non-cash rewards in an effort to recognize extraordinary sales efforts. These non-cash rewards, in fact,
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often have greater impact than the formal incentive-compensation plan in motivating their sales staff.

Companies appear to be increasing other benefits such as upgrades in car options and single rooms at

sales meetings.
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